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Sentinel: E100
Fire-point Cabinet
Constructed of UV-stabilized MDPE, our new rotationally-moulded range of ﬁre-point
cabinets are built to withstand the most hostile of environments- they are now
completely free of any perforations- even meeting IP65 speciﬁcation when ﬁtted with
the optional gasket. The new over-centre draw-latch mechanism is protected from
damage by integral side-walls- further ensuring that your Fire Protection equipment is
kept in pristine condition for many years. Warning decals are supplied as standard into
the prepared surfaces.
Accessories - The E100 is available with a range of equipment designed to ensure your
Organisation will comply with Fire Legislation - all ﬁxings externally are provided with solid brass or stainless steel inserts
moulded-in as standard.
Automatic Fire Alarm - The alarm unit performs a dual role; this device produces over 100dB and meets
legislation requiring that Fire-points must have a Means of Raising the Alarm - only this alarm goes further
- it has an integral strobe light to assist identifying the correct Extinguisher in the dark during an
emergency. This alarm has also proved an eﬀective deterrent to person’s intent on tampering/theft.
Automatic Solar-powered Beacon - Practically, it’s not always possible to mount your Fire-point cabinet
under a light - yet legislation states ‘Fire-point Cabinets must be visible at all times’ this highly-eﬃcient
device will ensure your Fire-point is still visible over 200 metres away - and automatically recharges itself
during the day.

E100 - Outdoor & Leisure Fire-point Cabinet: Technical & Speciﬁcations
Overall Height (with Solar Beacon)
827mm (938mm)
Footprint Minimum (max)
490 X 240-120Rmm (650 X 352-176Rmm)
Over-centre Draw-latch
Polypropylene Compound, Glass Fibre Reinforced
Capacity
2 X 9 Lt or 2 X 9 Kg or 2 X 5 Kg CO2 Units (or mixed)
Mounting Base - recommended
600 X 600 X 50mm (Slab or other suitable sub-base)
Net Weight - nominal
5 Kilograms
Warning Decals - Standard
Site Speciﬁc
Cheshire Fire reserves the right to change speciﬁcations without formal notice.

Quick-release Cabinet Mounting Clamp High-grade stainless-steel mechanism traditional methods of ﬁxing the Firepoint Cabinets involved screwing through
the base - this usually meant a loss of
integrity and allowed ingress of moisture,
water and insects - the new system
changes all that yet allows rapid removal
for cleaning etc.
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Co-extruded EPDM bulb
seal- lipped and tongued
into housing to achieve IP65
protection against Dust &
Water
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